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PRAISE FOR THE PROPERTY MENTORS

We first heard about The Property Mentors through my social
media. At the time we were going through a vetting process.
Talking to many ‘property experts’ and no company was like The
Property Mentors. They did not really care how much money we
had to invest, but more importantly they were interested in what
our goals were. The Property Mentors are very personal in their
approach, they care about the dreams and desires our family have
and are helping me to achieve them. So, this set The Property
Mentors apart from the pack. Another benefit of working with The
Property Mentors is the top-class network we now have access to.
We have the best accountant, financial planner, property manager
– and many more key people – helping us build wealth. It really is
a team approach. We are excited to keep working with Luke, Matt
and the team in the years ahead! Let’s Get Real is a great way to get
an understanding of their genuine approach to building wealth
through property and that they are there for the long haul to help
you every step of the way!

Emily and Alex Truong, Melbourne, Vic. 

I was referred to The Property Mentors by the mortgage broker
who helped me secure my first property. My mortgage broker was
aware of my property investing aspirations and, based on his
experiences, he suggested I looked into The Property Mentors to
achieve my goals. As always, I was extremely cautious after my
first call with my property mentor. Initially, I believed it was ‘too
good to be true’. It took me a number of open conversations
before, six months later, I decided to take up one of the strategies
on offer. 

I have taken on a few more strategies since then; one has been
completed and a number are in progress, but I have had a taste of
the results and they are very promising. 



I would describe The Property Mentors as a collective – all of
whom are interested in using property investment as a means to
secure a fulfilling and happy lifestyle. The mentors are all
experienced and trusted advisers, who take a keen interest in how
their property investing strategies can work within your means and
current financial commitments to achieve your life goals. I cannot
speak highly enough of my property mentor, and the time and
effort he has put into helping my family and I create an exciting
plan for our future.

Tegan Denyer, Moura, Queensland

We met Matt and his team at an investment seminar around three
years ago. The topics he presented were of great interest to us, as
we had started our investment portfolio and wanted guidance from
people who were experts in their field. Matt helped us with our
plan and put forward questions we hadn’t even thought about. We
put our goals down on paper and started discussing what we would
like to achieve.

Matt has improved our investment journey, and we have been
able to achieve real results that are a vast improvement on those of
previous years. Having Matt there to oversee, educate and guide
us, rather than just tell us what to do, helps us to understand
andmake better decisions. We have introduced our children to
Matt’s team, so they can get some exposure and education on an
alternative way to reach their investment goals. This has opened
their minds and they have started to realise what is achievable.

We regard Matt and Luke as friends; we appreciate all they
have done for us in the past and what they will do for us in the
future.

Stephen and Joanne Sciberras, Canberra, ACT

I first got involved with property over 40 years ago, when I bought
my first property with my mum. Since then I have bought and
sold a number of properties and have used property as a vehicle to
build assets for my retirement. As part of staying abreast of
developments in the market, I used to go to whatever seminars
were on offer, and that is when I first heard Matt speak. He was
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very passionate, knowledgeable and committed. More
importantly, he had more on offer than just buying property – he
spoke of a range of strategies to make money out of property-
related investments. I was impressed, checked him out, and his
associates and his company, and I have now committed significant
funds in their strategies.

The Property Mentors opened up a range of strategies that
appealed to us as we changed our investment portfolio
approaching retirement. They have worked closely with us to
evaluate options and, more importantly, have proactively assisted
in their implementation. There are many players in this market,
but I know of no others with the range of strategies and the
organisational structure that positively assists members achieve
their goals. Their approach to risk management is second to none.

Membership is not cheap but payback on the investment was
virtually immediate. Matt, Luke and our mentor have had long
sessions with us to refine our goals and develop strategies to best
meet them. They have worked. No one else has ever given us the
time and commitment that we have received from The Property
Mentors. No one else has the range of options and level of support. 

John and Donna Gibbons, Bundeena, NSW

Matt and Luke ‘do’ property investing with genuine integrity,
significant skill and dedication to doing the right thing by their
members. They have a ridiculous eye for detail and deeply
understand that wealth creation is driven by your mindset. If you
want to begin or improve your wealth-creation journey, then avoid
all the expert ‘noise’ and sit quietly with this little gem [Let’s Get
Real]. They are in this with you, for the long haul. On retirement,
Matt and Luke’s ‘rocking chair test’ will be to ask themselves, ‘how
many souls did we positively impact?’. Will you be one of them?
Enjoy the read! 

Greg Smith, Nunderi, NSW 

I first heard about The Property Mentors through Facebook on
social media. After lengthy discussions with my mentor and after
qualifying him and The Property Mentors to ensure it wouldn’t be
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a time-wasting experience for me, I decided to attend a weekend
Mentor Masterclass in September 2016. 

I was impressed with the collective knowledge and skills of the
entire team – they all really knew their stuff! The weekend was
superbly organised, and it provided lots of valuable information.

As a property investor who has been to various investment
sessions presented by other companies, I really like the due
diligence and education The Property Mentors do with their
members before offering innovative strategies and unique
opportunities. This includes getting access to development
discounts, which you wouldn’t normally receive, and gaining a
better return on investments. They have developed opportunities
for improving your financial position through property and unique
investment strategies. 

Wherever you are on your property journey, whether you are
saving for your first property or you are a seasoned investor, I
highly recommend talking to The Property Mentors to get better
educated and utilise their ‘A-Team’! By doing so, you will gain
access to their unique investment opportunities, which will enable
you to reach your goals without making costly investment mistakes
– and you’ll get there faster!

James Taylor, Sydney, NSW

Let’s Get Real is a great read for anyone wanting to build up the
knowledge and confidence to really change their results. Let’s Get
Real is also a fitting description for my personal situation, after
having spent a number of years in a relationship that just wasn’t
working for me. After much deliberation, I had to make the
difficult decision to dissolve my marriage. As a result of the
divorce and subsequent settlement, I walked away with only a
small amount of capital to invest. But that money has to serve me
and my daughter for a lifetime, and I was highly motivated to
ensure that my financial future was secured.

As a health care professional, I have spent years studying and
building real-world experience in my profession, and I am highly
competent and confident in that space. However, when it comes to
investing, I recognise that I am not an expert. Thankfully, I was
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introduced to Luke, Matt and the team at The Property Mentors. 
I have to admit I was nervous at the start, but their approach is
unlike anything I had experienced before. As true mentors, their
approach was genuine, caring and considered. I never felt like they
were trying to ‘sell’ me anything or had anything but my best
interests at heart. Over a series of indepth conversations, they
really took the time to identify what it was I wanted to achieve.
This approach is certainly something I would never have taken on
my own, and the process even uncovered some things I didn’t
know I wanted, and certainly had no idea were even possible. 

Anyway – long story short – their approach, their
professionalism, their experience and their genuine desire to help
provided me with the initial confidence to start investing. I will
also admit that until I received that return on my first investment, I
was still a little nervous and had to trust that it would all work out
OK. It did and since then I have continued to invest with The
Property Mentors as we work towards creating my ‘Point B’
position (see chapter 15).

I am eternally grateful for their support and guidance and am
only too happy to recommend The Property Mentors to anyone
looking to take their results to the next level. 

Melissa Loercherer, Melbourne, Vic.

I finally feel like my financial future is now secure, thanks to the
support and guidance from Matt, Luke and the team at The
Property Mentors. I am a young, single mother, trying to financially
rebuild after a lengthy and expensive divorce. Left with limited
funds, and without a home to raise my family in, I needed help and
direction on where to go from here, and how I was going to get
there. This is what initially attracted me to The Property Mentors.

Through their mentoring, Matt and Luke, along with their
team, have guided me through a process of self-discovery. They
have helped me identify my goals and how I can best achieve
them. I have been asked the hard questions, rediscovered my
WHY, and I have learnt how to best start over.

I am confident that I am now moving forward towards a more
positive financial future for not only me, but for my children as
well. 
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Although I will admit that I found this process very
confronting, I know I wouldn’t have been able to make better
investment decisions without it – or them. In return, I have been
rewarded with the education and knowledge to enable me to make
smarter investment decisions moving forward – not decisions
based on short-term thinking or quick fixes, but rather decisions
that suit my long-term agenda, which are backed by solid research.
Despite still being at the beginning of building my property
portfolio, I have full confidence that Matt, Luke and the team will
be right behind me supporting, educating and guiding me every
step of the way.

Alisha Guest, Melbourne, Vic.

Initially, I attended a seminar where Matt was giving a
presentation. I was very impressed with Matt’s knowledge and his
passion for property investment. It made me realise how little I
knew about investing in property, which prompted me to seek out
[The Property Mentors’] expertise. I have now been investing with
The Property Mentors for over two years and feel very well
supported and part of the group. Luke and Matt have been very
flexible in accommodating my investment needs, nothing is too
much trouble and I feel more than ‘just another client’.

It’s great that Luke and Matt are prepared to help others by
putting their experience and knowledge into a book. 

Ron Miller, Harvey, WA

Luke is so easy to talk too, it didn’t take long for me to feel
comfortable enough to open up and trust him. He is very
supportive of me, my personal goals and ambition to be a
professional property investor. Luke has a wealth of knowledge
and experience, which is why I joined The Property Mentors – I’m
new to investing and need the expertise. With Luke as my mentor,
I’ve learnt to be brave, trust the process and enjoy the journey of
self-discovery, whilst reaping the rewards that come with owning
property. 

Belle Bollinger, Sydney, NSW
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Working with The Property Mentors over the last three years has
been a fantastic and rewarding experience. Our mentor has
introduced us to investment strategies to suit our goals and
provided us with excellent support and guidance at every step of
our property journey. We always knew that a large part of our
success would be dependent upon working with the right team,
and we are so fortunate that we have The Property Mentors
working by our side, as we progress towards achieving our
financial goals. We would highly recommend The Property
Mentors to anyone who is serious about taking control of their
financial future. The team’s knowledge, support and expertise
continues to surpass our expectations, and we are looking forward
to working with them for many years to come!

Stephen Smith and Kelly McManus, Melbourne, Vic. 
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1

WELCOME

By reading this book you will be able to learn from the four
decades of combined experience in business, property and
investing of Luke Harris and Matthew Bateman – the authors
and co-founders of arguably Australia’s most trusted and
respected property mentoring service, The Property Mentors. 

From humble beginnings, with little experience and noth -
ing more than big dreams and a can-do attitude, Luke and
Matt have both created and continue to grow significant
wealth through property for clients and for themselves. 

This book is not designed to show you a cookie-cutter
approach to finding investment riches. No, this book has been
specifically written to help you get clear on exactly what you
want to achieve from your investing and in your life and to
provide you with proven systems that Luke and Matt have
used to achieve exceptional results in property. 

You see, we all have dreams, desires and goals for our lives
and they are different for each of us. There is no single right
way, or 100% guaranteed approach, to achieve all your goals.

But with the right planning and the right people in your
corner, you can take control of your own destiny. And if you
are up for the challenge, Luke and Matt are confident that you
too can learn to succeed in the property game.

We trust you will enjoy this book and the new perspective
you will have when you have finished reading it.



‘Three things cannot be long hidden; 
the sun, the moon, and the truth.’ 

Buddha
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MEET THE AUTHORS

Luke Harris
Even as a young lad growing up in suburban Perth, Luke was
always entrepreneurial, looking for creative ways to make
money. He did the paper round from age 10, sold raffle tickets
for schools and sports clubs and even put his mum and dad’s
kitchen utensils out on a blanket on the street to sell them off
(his mum has some great stories about that!). Luke’s
entrepreneurial spirit came directly from his parents, who both
taught him that you can do whatever you want in life if you
put your mind to it. However, they probably hadn’t meant
Luke to take it quite so literally!

At age 12, Luke remembers seeing the hard rubbish piled
up in the street ready for collection and wondering why people
would throw out perfectly good stuff. So he spent hours
dragging it back to his parents’ garage and storing it up until
the next local swap-meet. Luke’s dad has many stories about
Luke waking him up at 5 o’clock on Sunday mornings to drop
him off with a trailer-load of ‘goods’ to sell! 

As far as Luke was concerned it was like money for jam –
what a great business model!

Luke had big dreams. His dad was a high-level marathon
runner and he taught Luke a valuable lesson in life: if you’re
going to do something, do it right the first time. Although he
didn’t realise it at the time, Luke learned a lot from observing
his dad and he continues to use these life lessons every day.



At age 14, Luke saw an opportunity to work in a ‘real’ job
and started doing three-hour shifts at Hungry Jack’s. While
other kids his age had never even thought about getting a job,
Luke was out there earning money and saving for one of his
big goals, which was to buy a video camera. He stuck the video
camera advertisement on his bedroom wall and worked his
butt off until he eventually saved up enough money to buy one. 

Even though he hated maths classes in school, Luke ran an
income and expenses book where he would track his every
cent (money he spent buying lollies and movie tickets and
money he received at Christmas from relatives) so that he
always knew his financial position. When he had a goal, he
worked backwards from it and realised that he had to get
serious if he was going to achieve it. 

At age 16, Luke was introduced to the network marketing
business Amway, where he learned a wealth of information
that wasn’t being taught at school. He learned that there was
more to life than just going to work and getting a pay packet
and that working for yourself had the potential to generate
huge profits. The training Amway provided introduced Luke
to the importance of having the right mindset and dreaming
big. He was rubbing shoulders with successful Amway rep -
resen ta tives who had replaced their regular incomes with
income streams they were making through the system, and
these people didn’t judge him on his age, they offered their
full support – unlike some of his school teachers who weren’t
as encouraging. Luke ultimately realised though that network
marketing was not something he could get super passionate
about.

Luke didn’t enjoy school either, so he wrote letters to more
than 80 local electricians asking for an apprenticeship. With
only one interview and no job offer it was clear that his mass-
marketing approach wasn’t working. He then spoke to the
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careers co-ordinator at his high school and expressed an
interest in leaving school and asked for help. Not long after,
an opportunity came up to work in the electronic security
industry as a trainee alarm installer – he jumped at the chance! 

After almost a year in his first full-time job, Luke realised
that he was not going to progress far in that organisation. So,
with some experience behind him and his dedicated work
ethic, he applied for roles at other security companies and was
successful in being offered a role as an installer for a larger
firm. Not long after that, a position came up in the office where
Luke could get off the tools and be involved with the
management team. This is where he learned about the internal
workings of a business. By age 18, Luke had increased his
income every year but once again found himself in a role
where his income-earning potential was capped. So he asked
his boss if he could become a subcontractor on the weekends
to earn some extra money. He learned pretty fast that he could
earn the same on weekends as he could working all week –
and, better still, he had the luxury of choosing which jobs were
scheduled for him! 

A young entrepreneur

Between the ages of 19 and 23, Luke established and ran his
own electronic security business in Perth, which generated
great revenues. By this time, Luke was eager to buy property,
but the banks did not see lending to self-employed people as
attractive as lending to PAYG salary-earners, so he learned
first-hand how bank lending policies could affect his ability to
grow a portfolio. Eventually, Luke was able to secure a loan
and at age 20 he had bought his very first property.

With his eyes firmly fixed on building a property portfolio,
even at this early stage in life, he sold his security business so
he could continue to invest. He then took a PAYG job in
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Sydney to continue building wealth through property. After
13 months in Sydney, his obvious talents and work ethic were
recognised by his new employer, who offered him the oppor -
tunity to relocate to Melbourne to open their new state office.

Six months into that gig, Luke saw opportunities for the
business that the owners simply weren’t taking up. So to avoid
missing out on what he saw as a huge opportunity, Luke left
that company and armed with more knowledge and experi -
ence he started his second security firm in 2005, quickly
growing that business into an even bigger success than his first.

A fresh start

At age 30, Luke sold his second business and was – so he
thought – ready to retire. Despite the banks’ lending policies,
he had continued to build a sizeable property portfolio while
running his businesses and with the sale of his second business
he had plenty of cash.

So he relocated to Perth to be close to his loved ones (and
to enjoy some warmer weather), and he went on a series of
extended overseas trips throughout Europe, South America
and Asia. This 18-month ‘mini retirement’ was a huge learning
and growth period for him, during which time he was able to
refocus on what he truly wanted out of life.

During his twenties, Luke had built up a multi-million-
dollar property portfolio and performed numerous renova -
tions, land subdivisions and unit developments. He had bought
off the plan, invested in mining towns and basically tried every
property strategy under the sun to build wealth – not too
different to a lot of other investors out there really! 

While he had clearly been able to achieve healthy results,
he knew deep down that he could have done it so much better.
Luke had also helped dozens of friends and family members
make money from property, quite literally setting some of
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them up for life! (And keep in mind, this was all without any
formal training, just a genuine desire to help others and a
passion for property.)

The birth of The Property Mentors

Contemplating his next move, Luke decided to relocate back
to Melbourne in November 2011, where he fulfilled a long-
term property goal to own a direct beachfront property. Luke
moved in, spending the next 12 months – and a huge chunk
of cash – turning this property into a high-quality home. He
still owns this property and it continues to generate a solid
rental return for all his efforts.

By now, Luke had decided that his never-ending passion
for property had to be turned into a proper business. He
started formulating the steps required to professionally mentor
people on their property investing journeys. 

Luke spent a lot of time analysing exactly what makes
investors tick and worked out why most investors never
achieve the results they desire. While there is a lot of money
to be made in property, most investors just don’t know how
to do it properly. Luke also spent time and energy stripping
back the entire property investment industry, assessing exactly
what works and what doesn’t from a client perspective.

While starting this new venture, he met Matt who was doing
exactly the same thing, having just sold his health and wellness
businesses. In early 2012, they were both engaged as consul -
tants by an established property firm to consult with their
clients. However, they soon discovered that things weren’t
quite right there. They realised that their ethics and beliefs
didn’t fit with this company they were consulting to and in
early 2014 they made the decision to leave that business to
establish a highly ethical, education-focused, long term, men -
tor ing business known today as The Property Mentors.
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Matthew Bateman
To paraphrase Shakespeare, ‘Some are born into property,
some achieve property success, and some have property suc -
cess thrust upon them’. Matt was certainly not born into a
property family, nor was it thrust upon him. 

No, Matt had to go out and earn his property stripes, albeit
without much early success. 

While Matt was growing up, money was not really spoken
about in the Bateman household. Any financial stress his
parents were under, they always kept close to their chests. And
despite his big-hearted parents adopting another three chil dren
into the family, bringing the total number in the family unit to
seven, they never seemed to go without either love or money. 

Matt attended public schools in Sydney’s southern suburbs.
He found the academic side of school relatively easy – he was
lucky, everything he was taught at school just seemed to make
sense to him. He is aware that not everyone is so fortunate, in
fact Luke’s school experience testifies to that!

As Matt was not overly challenged academically at school,
he spent more of his time playing sport and socialising. In fact,
for Matt, sport has always been a big part of his life. He was
an active child. He started playing soccer at the age of eight
for a local team that proved to be the nucleus of a very good
team. They went from strength to strength, winning multiple
championships over the years. 

Matt started by playing upfront as a striker, then he was a
central midfielder for many years, but he found himself
naturally gravitating back into the defensive line. Ultimately,
he ended up playing most of his soccer career as a ‘sweeper’. 

For those who don’t know what a sweeper does, the
sweeper is the last line of defence before the goalkeeper. It is
a position where you can see pretty much the whole field in
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front of you. It is a bit of a floating position in that you don’t
normally have one specific person to mark, but rather you are
there to keep the whole game under your watchful eye and
jump in as required to either attack or defend.

That desire to see the whole picture – and by his own
admission Matt is a bit of control freak – may explain much of
his current investment philosophy, which is rooted in macro -
economics (the big picture).

A fierce competitor, Matt led by example and was made
the captain of the soccer team. He retained this honour and
responsibility throughout his soccer-playing days.

After playing 12 years of soccer, Matt got tackled from
behind one day and ended up tearing his anterior cruciale
ligament (ACL), which required arthroscopic knee surgery.
Anyone who has had one of these injuries will know they are
exceptionally painful, and the rehabilitation time to get back
to full fitness is often long. 

A fighting chance

Always one to work around problems, it was during this time
that Matt took up the sport of boxing to maintain his fitness
while his knee was healing.

As it turned out, he was actually a very handy boxer. He
spent the next eight years moving up the ranks, winning two
Australian university titles, and training with the aim of
competing at the 2000 Sydney Olympics.

Unfortunately, a dislocated knuckle from a sparring acci -
dent stopped him from achieving that goal. It would be fair to
say that Matt had a few setbacks in his sporting life, but he also
learned not to let these disappointments define him.

Matt was also studying at university during his boxing
career. Eventually he completed three separate university
degrees – talk about having great time management skills! 

Meet the authors 9



Ultimately, Matt graduated as a chiropractor and estab -
lished a string of health and wellness businesses over the years.
Being good at what he did, Matt was invited to work one-on-
one with some of Australia’s best Olympic and world sports
champions who competed in a number of sports over three
Olympic campaigns. 

Not only did Matt help these athletes with the physical
challenges associated with competing at an elite level, but he
was there to assist with their mental preparation. Many of
these same skills, which he honed working in the area of elite
competition, he shares in this book and in the mentoring
systems used by The Property Mentors today.

The point to highlight here, though, is that none of the
education that Matt had, at home, school or university, nor his
experience working with elite level sportspeople, ade quately
prepared him for a career in property investing.

In fact, when Matt first started investing, he lost a lot of
money and wasted a lot of time. Not knowing what he was
doing, or even why he was doing it back then, he ended up
chasing investments that promised quick riches and big pay-
days. He was making decent money from his businesses but
was losing it just as fast as he was making it on a string of poor
investment decisions.

Something had to change

Things got so bad that Matt had to literally pull himself up one
day and say ‘Matt, what are you doing? You consider yourself
an intelligent person, yet your investing results suck. Some -
thing needs to change’. 

This was a confronting moment. It was probably the first
time he had not been really successful at something in his life.
It was the first time Matt had to step up and get real with
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himself and identify that his desires and his results were not
matching up.

Something needed to change and that change was him. He
had to let go of his ego and his pride and admit he needed
help. Specifically, he needed to firstly commit to becoming
better educated in financial markets. And, secondly, he
needed to come up with a plan that would work for him.

So, that is what he did. 
Matt spent several years and hundreds of thousands of

dollars on his education, attending seminars, workshops, work -
ing with mentors and on his own self-improvement.

Do you want to know what were the top two ‘secrets’ 
he learned from all that? Firstly, there are no shortcuts to
success; and, secondly, the journey is just as important as the
destination.

What was the plan?

Despite all those early setbacks, Matt came to the point where
he realised that he actually needed to plan out his investment
future based around his own specific skills and passions.

Before that, like many investors without a plan, Matt just
jumped from what sounded like one good idea to another,
without ever really knowing where he was going or how he
was going to get there.

Like a lot of people, Matt knew that he wanted to be
wealthy and enjoy a great lifestyle. He also knew that he
wanted to enjoy that wealth sooner rather than later, but he
had no idea how he was actually going to achieve that dream.

Now we can fast-forward 20 years. Matt has built a multi-
million-dollar property portfolio, sold his health businesses
and, together with business partner and co-author Luke Harris,
he has over $150 million of property under development all
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around Australia. As you know, Matt and Luke also run one
of the most trusted property mentoring businesses in Australia,
The Property Mentors.

The bulk of this book is dedicated to the exact processes
that Matt and Luke have been through on their own
investment journeys, as well as lessons they have learned when
taking thousands of property investors through their journeys. 
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PART I

PREPARE TO
GET REAL
Let’s Get Real combines the experience of decades of personal
and business property investing that both of us have gained
over the years – and the learnings from years of trial and error
– to build systems that almost any investor can follow to
dramatically improve their results.

We look forward to sharing our knowledge with you in this
book. 

Now, if you feel that you are ready, Let’s Get Real!
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Chapter 1

WHY THE WHY
MATTERS

First, congratulations for picking up a copy
of this book. By doing so, we assume that
you want better results in your life than you
are enjoying right now. Deep down, you
probably also know that you need some
help to achieve your life goals, even if you
don’t exactly know what those goals are or
what that help might look like just yet.

If you’ve just read the ‘Meet the authors’
section, you will know that we have been
investing in property and businesses for
over 40 years collectively. We now control a property devel -
opment pipeline in excess of $150 million, in addition to
managing property portfolios worth many millions of dollars. 

We progressed beyond simply learning about investing,
and we committed to getting real-world, practical results in the
property space. Despite our success, though, we are still
learning and perfecting our craft. In fact, neither of us will ever
stop learning.

‘There are 
two great days
in a person’s
life – the day 
we are born 
and the day we
discover why.’ 

William Barclay



We have worked now with thousands of investors, at all
levels, and have turned our passion for property into a
successful business that is focused on one thing: helping other
investors, just like you, to get the type of results they really
desire.

We don’t do this by telling you what you what to do. Instead,
we help you to focus on your ambitions by asking better
questions.

You see, if you don’t ask yourself great questions, how can
you ever expect to get great answers? 

The first question we asked ourselves when we first decided
to establish The Property Mentors was: if we were to start over
on our own investment journey, what type of property
education, mentoring, support and opportunities would we
want to have access to?’

Then we used WHY questions to help create the essential
frameworks of HOW we would run our business.

• Why help other people invest? What are our emotional
rewards in doing so?

• Why choose property as a major part of any wealth plan?
• Why not just keep all this knowledge to ourselves?

The whole basis for our business – and probably the largest
part of its success – has stemmed from WHY we set it up in
the first place. 

MENTOR TIP
The quality of your life will be determined by the quality of the
questions you ask of yourself and others.
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Mentoring others to success was the answer
After achieving some pretty impressive results personally, both
of us fell into the role of mentoring our friends and families.
The emotional rewards we gained by helping others get ahead
in life remain one of our key drivers today. There is nothing
more satisfying than helping someone get ahead in life –
financially and emotionally. So, when the demand for the type
of help we were able to provide became impossible to ignore,
we decided to establish The Property Mentors. 

We continued to ask questions:

• What is good about the property investment industry?
• What is wrong with the property investment industry?
• What was missing in the property investment industry?
• How can we add something of high value to the property

investment industry?

We didn’t ask ourselves, ‘How can the business make lots of
money?’ or ‘What do people want to hear?’ Our purpose was,
and always will be, to genuinely add value to people’s lives.
So instead, when we were establishing the rules of how our
business would operate we asked, ‘Where can we provide the
most value?’ and ‘What do people really need to be successful
property investors?’ 

For the record, we’re not just another property company.
We do not consider ourselves to be either property ‘bulls’ or
property ‘bears’. We know that you can make money in both
good times and bad – and there are strategies for both.
Property is just a tool and, if it is used well, it can help you to
achieve amazing results. Our approach focuses less on
property and more on YOU and the type of investor you
ultimately want to become.
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Let’s Get Real
Like most things we do in the investing space, the choice of
title for our book Let’s Get Real was purposeful and consid ered.
The aim of the title is to hopefully get you to pause for a
moment and reflect on your situation. Are all the things you
are currently doing, or not doing, helping you to live the type
of lifestyle you really desire?

You see, one of the most challenging things we can do as
human beings is to truly confront our own results in life. 

In other words, we start with YOU.
Throughout this book, you will see

#LetsGetReal when we want you to stop and
think and be conscious of the point we are
making. #LetsGetReal is our way of high -
lighting a home truth, or something we
consider vitally important. When you see
#LetsGetReal, we want you to read over that
part again, stop and think about the mes sage
conveyed, so you can really start to process the
learnings behind it.

We are going to ask you questions and chal -
lenge you to think about how you got to be where you are
today, as well as where you want to get to in the future. Some
people may tend to want to skip over this emotional work.
They may find it uncomfortable to answer the questions we
are going to ask. 

But since we are going to ask you to get real with us, it is
only fair that we also get real with you. 

Like most investors, we started our investment journeys
with only a small amount of capital and some big dreams.
And, like most investors, we made most, if not all, of the
common mistakes the vast majority of investors continue to
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‘The truth that
makes men

free is for the
most part the

truth which
men prefer

not to hear.’

Herbert Agar



make today. We were victims of our own lack of education.
We didn’t know exactly what to do back then, so we attended
seminars and events, took part in online webinars, read books,
property magazines and newspapers and watched DVDs to
try and increase our knowledge.

Because we did not have a clear plan of why (the emotional
drivers), or how (the strategic planning) to invest, we just
jumped from opportunity to opportunity. We were both guilty
of chasing the next big thing or trying to fast-track our way to
wealth and, at times, we were blinded from what was most
important and what we ultimately wanted to achieve.

Over the course of our own investment journeys, we have
learned that money will flow from the uneducated (or under-
educated) to the educated and from the impatient to the
patient – or from those who don’t have a clear plan to those
who do. The property industry has more than its fair share of
‘sharks’ and ‘cowboys’, who are only too happy to liberate you
from your hard-earned savings in order to make a quick buck
for themselves. 

You can think of money as a magnifier of human behav -
iour. Good people with more money can do more good in the
world and vice versa. Unfortunately, though, the pursuit of
money will often bring out the worst in mankind. And we
have seen the good, the bad and the downright ugly in the
property industry. Throughout this book, we will not be afraid
to expose those bad and ugly elements, and show you plenty
of the good stuff in the process!

Why we wrote this book
Despite those limitations, like many people investing in
property in Australia over the last 20 years, we still managed
to make healthy profits from our decision to invest in property.
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But, in the spirit of getting real, we admit that a large chunk of
the early wealth we created was probably a result of just being
in the game, rather than being masters of it.

If we were given the chance to go back and start our invest -
ment journeys over again with the knowledge, experi ence and
systems we have today, we can only speculate on how much
better our results could have been. It is not just the extra
wealth that we could have created but, more importantly, the
time, stress and heartache we could have avoided.

And that is why we wrote this book. Our aim is to provide
you with a chance to learn from our mistakes, to benefit from
our collective wisdom, to fast-track your results and ultimately
to help you enjoy a higher quality of life without having to do
it all on your own. 

When we started planning this book, we continued to ask
questions such as:

• How is this book going to benefit the lives of anyone 
who reads it?

• What unique perspective are we able to bring to our
readers?

• If we were only ever going to read one more book on
property investing, what would it look like?

By naming our book Let’s Get Real, we hope to differentiate it
from all the other property investing ‘how-to’ guides that
already line the bookshelves. We encourage you to think of
this book as more of a ‘why-to’ guide, because a large part of
your investment success does not come down to a lack of
access to technical information, but rather a lack of planning
and tactical execution.

We could bombard you with all the practical ‘how-to’
knowledge – and our company, The Property Mentors,
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provides members with high-quality, prac -
tical instructions on property research, neg -
o tia  tion and access to expert accounting, tax
planning, finance, etc. – but the effect of that
information is terminally limited if you
don’t take the time and do the work upfront
to adequately address the reasons WHY
you are investing.

This book follows the growth journey
and the exact same systems that we use
personally and that we now teach our
members at The Property Mentors. There
is both a logical order that any investor
must follow to achieve the best results and
this book will guide you through that path -
way chapter by chapter.

Whether you are new to investing, or have been investing
for some time, you may be tempted to jump straight into some
of the more practical how-to sections in the latter part of this
book. However, this book is designed to build your knowledge
chapter by chapter, and if for any reason you were only going
to read half of this book we would strongly recommend that
you read the first half. It is in the first half that we really get
into the things that hold most investors back. These are the
emotional roadblocks – many of which you are probably
blissfully unaware of – that, if you leave unaddressed, will
forever limit your results. 

Finally, this book is designed to explain, not to replace, all
the systems and processes that our mentors go through with
our members one-on-one at The Property Mentors. As you
read through this book, you are going to either come to the
conclusion that what we do resonates with you, or it doesn’t.
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‘If you want to
build a ship, don’t
drum up people
together to collect
wood and don’t
assign them tasks
and work, but
rather teach them
to long for the
endless immensity
of the sea.’ 

Antoine de 
Saint-Exupéry



If it does and you choose to continue on this journey with us,
then it becomes our mission to help you achieve all your
dreams, goals and desires more safely, more quickly and more
predictably than if you were to simply go it alone.

At some stage, you are probably going to have one of those
ah-ha moments when you say to yourself: 

• That really makes sense!
• These guys know what they’re doing.
• They have my back and genuinely want me to succeed

in life.
• There is a win-win value proposition for me if I continue

to work with them in the longer term.

So, with all of that said, let’s get into what we believe will have
the biggest impacts on your investment results and your life.

We are going to ask for your permission to mentor you to
achieve the types of results that most people crave but fail to
achieve. In doing so, there is a very real possibility that you
will find certain elements of this process somewhat
uncomfortable.

We are going to ask you to get real with yourself and be
accountable for all your results – both good and bad – in the
past, the present and most importantly into the future.

  #LetsGetReal
  This process is not for the faint of heart. Let’s Get Real
has the potential to dramatically change your results and
transform your life, but only if you immerse yourself in
the process and get real – not only with us but, most
importantly, with yourself.

LGR
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So, before we dive in, do we have your permission to
mentor you through this process? 

Are you sure? 
Well, if you are ready, let’s get real and let’s get started!
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Love the first chapter?

Buy the book
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